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Spin-reorientation transition in thin films studied by the component-resolved Kerr effect

H. F. Ding, S. Pu¨tter,* H. P. Oepen,* ,† and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

~Received 24 July 2000; published 14 March 2001!

We present a method to separate the longitudinal, polar, and equatorial magnetization components that may
contribute to a mixed magneto-optical Kerr-effect signal and demonstrate how the spin-reorientation transition
~SRT! can be investigated by means of simple Kerr magnetometry. In a Co/Au~111! film with thickness within
the SRT region we find hysteresis loops with nonvanishing remanence in all three components when a field is
applied within the film plane. A vertical field, however, drives the same film into a single domain state
exhibiting full remanence. The fact that remanence is found in all magnetization components, and full rema-
nence is obtained in a vertical field, rules out that the transition proceeds via a state of canting of magnetization
and indicates that it proceeds via a state of coexisting phases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.134425 PACS number~s!: 75.70.Ak, 78.20.Ls, 33.55.Fi, 78.20.Jq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional methods for obtaining magnetic hystere
loops, e.g., vibrating sample magnetometry and superc
ducting quantum interference device susceptometry are c
monly used to detect a single component of magnetiza
parallel to the direction of the external field. A single hyste
esis curve obtained with these methods, however, prov
only a limited amount of information. Additional informa
tion can be produced by rotating the sample in an app
field.1 A more fundamental method for investigating th
magnetization process entails measuring the three com
nents of the magnetization. Some work along this line de
onstrated its power 40 years ago. The instruments, howe
were rather complex to construct.2,3

The magneto-optical Kerr effect~MOKE! has become an
important technique for the investigation of surface a
ultrathin-film magnetism.4–6 It has been successfully applie
to measure the two orthogonal in-plane components of
magnetization by means of an in-plane vectorial MOK
technique.7–11 This technique was also used to identify t
orientation of in-plane domains in Kerr microscopy.9,10 Yang
and Scheinfein suggested measuring the pure polar sign
a normal-incidence geometry.12 It appears possible to obtai
the individual magnetization components by applying th
methods. The very existence of a polar signal, however,
vents the correct measurement of the in-plane compon
due to the fact that these signals are suppressed by the m
stronger polar signal. The mixing of polar and longitudin
signals has been qualitatively discussed in the literatur13

Berger and Pufall presented a promising technique, i.e., g
eralized magneto-optical ellipsometry,14 which allows to de-
termine the orientation of the in-plane magnetization. T
authors pointed out that the method is also useful to sepa
the mixed Kerr signal of out-of-plane and in-plane magne
zation. This method, however, is quite involved.

A new method of separating the longitudinal and po
Kerr signal was presented recently.15 In the present pape
this technique is expanded to obtain the information of
three orthogonal magnetization components@three dimen-
sional ~3D! MOKE#. We use this method to study the spi
reorientation transition in Co films on Au~111!.
0163-1829/2001/63~13!/134425~7!/$20.00 63 1344
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In Co/Au~111! a thickness-dependent spin reorientati
has been found.16,17The competition between surface aniso
ropy and magnetostatic energy forces the magnetizatio
flip from perpendicular to in-plane orientation with increa
ing thickness. The magnetization follows the sweep of
external field applied along the easy axis when the thickn
is below or beyond the spin-reorientation transition. With
the spin-reorientation transition the magnetization orientat
in a field is still unclear and the subject of ongoing deba
By means of the 3D-MOKE technique we can identify no
vanishing signals in all three components within the thic
ness span of the SRT when the field is in plane. Applyin
field in the vertical direction drives the film into a sing
domain state with full remanence. This finding indicates t
the spin-reorientation transition of Co/Au~111! proceeds via
a state of coexisting phases, not via a state of continu
magnetization canting.

In the next section we will summarize the principle of th
method and give a detailed description of the experime
verification in the third section. Hysteresis loops obtain
with films at three representative thicknesses, i.e., below,
yond, and within the SRT will be discussed in the four
section.

II. PRINCIPLE

In the framework of the linear Kerr effect, MOKE is clas
sified with respect to the orientation of the magnetization a
the light-scattering plane. In the polar Kerr effect the ma
netization is normal to the reflecting surface. In t
longitudinal/transverse Kerr effect the magnetization is p
allel to the sample surface and within/perpendicular to
light-scattering plane, respectively. If the magnetization
oriented in an arbitrary direction the Kerr signal can, in pr
ciple, be split into these three basic configurations.

It should be pointed out that the different MOKE geom
etries are not related to the direction of the applied magn
field. Particularly in the magnetization reversal process
magnetization will not be strictly fixed to the field directio
or along the easy axis. In such a situation, the Kerr signa
a mixture of different Kerr effects. Usually, the mixed Ke
signal gives very complicated hysteresis loops due to
©2001 The American Physical Society25-1
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different strength of the individual contributions.13,15,18–21

The best way to obtain the pure components along diffe
directions is to select a geometry where one component d
not contribute and separate the remaining components.
third component can be achieved through a second sim
measurement.

In a simplified classical model the linear Kerr effect c
be understood as the change of the electric-field vector of
light due to Lorentz force caused by the magnetization of
material.19 Hence, no Kerr signal is found when the magn
tization is parallel to the electric field of the light. This situ
ation appears for the transverse Kerr effect withs-polarized
light. Vice versa, it means that by usings-polarized light the
transverse Kerr effect can be eliminated and only polar
longitudinal components remain, which can be separate
the following way.

Recently, a procedure that can be used to separate
longitudinal and polar Kerr signals has been presented.15 As
the polar Kerr signal is an even function and the longitudi
signal is an odd function of the incident angle, the two co
tributions can be separated. Whens-polarized light is im-
pinging under a positive angle,22 the sum of polar and lon
gitudinal contributions is measured; while reversing t
optical geometry with respect to the surface normal the
ference of both is obtained, i.e.,

«6u5«P6«L, ~1!

with «6u the Kerr ellipticities for the respective angles
incidence, and«P and «L the ellipticities for the polar and
longitudinal Kerr effects. Hence, by two measurements
reversed geometries one can separate the longitudinal
polar Kerr signals. We will explain in the following how th
third component of the magnetization can be determined

For the sake of simplicity we introduce a frame of refe
ence. As shown in Fig. 1, we define the surface normal as
z direction. Thex andy directions are lying within the film
plane. The field is acting along thex axis. When thexz plane
is the light-scattering plane~‘‘ x-z geometry’’! the magneti-
zation component along they direction (M y) will not con-
tribute to the Kerr signal when usings-polarized light.
Hence, this MOKE setup is only sensitive toMx and Mz ,
which causes a longitudinal and polar signal, respectiv

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.~a! The angle of incidence is 45°
The scattering plane is spanned by the direction of the magn
field (x axis! and the surface normal (z axis!. ~b! The plane of
incidence is perpendicular to the field direction~angle of incidence
9°).
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The signals can be separated by two measurements in
versed geometries as explained above.

Rotating the MOKE optics by 90° about the surface n
mal ~alternatively one may rotate the sample and the app
field by 90°) theyz plane becomes the scattering plane wh
the field is still oriented along thex direction @‘‘ y-z geom-
etry’’ in Fig. 1~b!#. In this geometry the MOKE setup i
sensitive toM y andMz giving a longitudinal and polar sig
nal, respectively. Applying the same technique the com
nent M y is obtained while the componentMz is measured
redundantly. Thus, by using four different geometries,
lated to each other by mirror symmetry and a 90° rotati
all three components are obtained. The redundant meas
ment ofMz serves as an important consistency check.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The Co films were grown on a Au~111! single crystal
under UHV conditions by means ofe-beam evaporation a
room temperature. Utilizing medium-energy electro
diffraction intensity oscillations the evaporation rate w
calibrated with an error margin of 5%. The typical rate
deposition was 0.4 ML/min. The gold crystal was cleaned
1-kV-Ar ion etching at a 30° angle of incidence and anne
ing at 900 K for half an hour. The 233A3 reconstruction of
Au ~Refs. 23,24! was clearly seen in the low-energ
electron-diffraction pattern. After growth the films have be
annealed at 510 K for 10 min in order to stabilize the ma
netic properties, stop the Au diffusion, and smooth t
sample surface.25 Co films with different thicknesses wer
grown to cover the full range of the spin-reorientation tra
sition. We will discuss in the following the magnetic prop
erties of three representative thicknesses, i.e., below, wit
and beyond the spin-reorientation transition.

For the measurement of the magnetic properties, we
two optical setups with perpendicular scattering planes
shown in Fig. 1. The external field was applied along thex
direction.26 The ‘‘x-z geometry’’ is sensitive toMx andMz
while the other one, i.e., ‘‘y-z geometry’’ is sensitive toM y
and Mz . Due to experimental restrictions the angle of inc
dence for the ‘‘x-z geometry’’ is 45° and for ‘‘y-z geom-
etry’’ it is 9°. In a third MOKE geometry the polar Ker
effect is obtained under 15° in a vertical field alongz.

S-polarized light was used in all MOKE setups to min
mize the signals caused by the transverse Kerr eff
Quarter-wavelength plates have been incorporated in the
tics to minimize the window effects and thus increase
sensitivity.27 Due to the 90° phase shift induced by th
quarter-wavelength plate the Kerr ellipticity instead of t
Kerr rotation is obtained.28

The laser spots of both MOKE setups were kept on
same position~uncertainty was less than 20% of the lase
spot diameter! on the sample to reduce the uncertainty of t
alignment when reversing geometry, i.e., interchanging
light source and the detector. The positions where the li
passes through the windows have been marked. The op
i.e., laser and polarizer as well as the analyzer compone
were fixed to two rigid supports that were tightly clamped
the windows of the UHV chamber. The combination

tic
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SPIN-REORIENTATION TRANSITION IN THIN FILMS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 134425
marking the positions on the windows and the rigid supp
for the optics reduces the uncertainty in the angle of in
dence to less than 1° on reversing the geometry. As
sensitivity of the polar and longitudinal Kerr effect is on
weakly dependent on the angle around 45° small change
the angle of incidence can be neglected in the ‘‘x-z
geometry.’’20

In the ‘‘y-z geometry,’’ a larger uncertainty of the long
tudinal signal is expected due to the uncertainty of the an
on reversing the geometry, as at 9° a stronger angle de
dence of the Kerr signal is effective. Utilizing the formula
given by Zak and co-workers,20 the Voigt constant from Ref
29, and tabulated values for the index of refraction30 we can
estimate an uncertainty of about 10% for the longitudi
signal for a 1° deviation of the angle of incidence. Sm
changes in the angle of incidence must not be considered
the polar signal since the sensitivity is constant around 9

Due to the different angles of incidence we cannot
rectly compare the magnitude of the longitudinal signals.
have calculated the angle-dependent Kerr ellipticity of
longitudinal signal using the method mentioned above.
find that the sensitivity of the longitudinal signal at 45°
four times larger than that at 9°. As the Kerr signal is line
with the film thickness in the ultrathin-film approximation,20

we use this ratio to compare the longitudinal signals obtai
in both MOKE setups.31

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figs. 2~a! and ~b! show the hysteresis loops obtained
the ‘‘x-z geometry’’ for opposite angles of incidence. Th
thickness of 5.060.3 ML is chosen just below the SRT. Th
magnetic field was applied along thex axis. Using the pro-
cedure mentioned at the beginning, the longitudinal (Mx)
and polar (Mz) signal can be extracted@see Figs. 2~c! and
~d!#. Mx shows a hard axis loop with almost no remanen
andMz reveals a hysteresis that is apparently not satura

Hysteresis loops taken with the MOKE setup in theyz
plane in the same field are plotted in Figs. 3~a! and~b!. The

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops at a thickness just before the s
reorientation transition (5.060.3 ML) obtained in the ‘‘x-z geom-
etry.’’ ~a! and~b! are hysteresis loops obtained at a645° angle of
incidence.~c! and ~d! are the pure components along thex and z
directions. They are deconvoluted from~a! and ~b!.
13442
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deconvoluted longitudinal signal (M y) and polar signal (Mz)
are shown in Figs. 3~c! and ~d!. It is important to note that
the polar signals in both MOKE setups are the same altho
the angles of incidence are different@see Figs. 2~d! and 3~d!#.
It means that the sensitivity of the polar Kerr effect is almo
constant within that range of angles. This also gives a ch
of the accuracy of our experimental method. The signa
the y direction is very small~below 4 mrad). At the thick-
ness under investigation the magnetic easy axis is per
dicular to the film plane. When the external field is appli
along thex direction the magnetization is slightly tilted int
the field direction. No torque is acting on the magnetizat
along they direction and no signal appears.

The polar loop shown in Fig. 4~d! was obtained by apply-
ing the field in the vertical direction. It exhibits a squarelik

- FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops obtained in the ‘‘y-z geometry’’ with
the same film as in Fig. 2. The hysteresis loops in~a! and ~b! are
obtained at a69° angle of incidence.~c! and ~d! are the pure
components along they and z directions. They are deconvolute
from ~a! and ~b!.

FIG. 4. ~a!–~c! are the normalized magnetization compone
calculated with the data of Figs. 2 and 3. We have used a sca
factor of 8.460.5 for the polar-versus-longitudinal Kerr sensitivit
at an angle of incidence of 45°, and a factor of 460.4 for the
longitudinal Kerr sensitivity at the two angles of645° and69°.
~d! is the hysteresis loop obtained in a vertical field with the sa
film. The angle of incidence is 15°.
5-3
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easy axis loop with a small coercivity~about 125 Oe!, which
shows the easy axis to be perpendicular to the film pla
The signal in saturation is 50 times larger than the po
signal obtained in the in-plane field@Fig. 2~d!#.

We have investigated the thickness dependence of
longitudinal signal in saturation for in-plane magnetizatio
From these data we can extrapolate to the film thickn
under investigation. A Kerr ellipticity of 14065 mrad
should be expected for the longitudinal signal in saturati
This value is in close agreement with the calculated value
139 mrad in the 45° geometry.15 Taking 14065 mrad and
the polar saturation value 1180625 mrad we can calculate
the relative sensitivities of the longitudinal to the polar s
nal. The polar signal is a factor of 8.460.5 stronger than the
longitudinal signal for 5 ML Co/Au and for an angle of inc
dence of 45°. Combining the theoretical and experimen
values for the longitudinal Kerr-effect sensitivities we c
estimate the relative sensitivities of the Kerr signals alo
the different components, i.e.,4:1:34 forMx :M y :Mz .

In Figs. 4~a!–~c!, we have scaled the magnetizatio
curves appropriately. Around 42% of the magnetization
found along thex direction in high fields. The signal in they
direction slightly increases with the field, which can
caused by a small misorientation of the field that causes
magnetization to tilt slightly towards they direction. A small
misalignment of the plane of incidence may also contrib
to this signal, as a projection of thex component can appea
We have plotted~Fig. 5! the square root of the vectorial su
of the individual components~normalized to 100%! as a
function of the field along thex direction. In this plot the
curves show almost no remanence. The 42% of theMx sig-
nal in high field can be interpreted as the magnetization to
tilted by about 25° away from the normal direction. Co
versely that means that 9% of the magnetization signal al
the z direction should be observed in case of a coherent
tation. In our measurement, however, only a 2% signa
found in thez component. Hence, we have to assume that
film is split into domains oppositely magnetized along t
vertical direction. Applying a field along thex direction

FIG. 5. The value of the magnetization calculated from the
dividual components in Fig. 4. The thinner arrows in the figu
indicate the field scanning direction. The insets give a sketch of
proposed magnetic domain configuration.
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causes a tilt of the magnetization, i.e., the magnetization
both spin-up and spin-down domains tilt towards thex direc-
tion. So a signal appears in thex direction while in thez
direction the signal is almost balanced by domains with
posite vertical components (z components!. The 2% signal
appearing along thez direction can be caused by the mi
alignment of the magnetic field, which causes slightly unb
anced domain configurations or a small difference in the
ing for spin-up and spin-down domains. The magnetizat
process can be explained as follows: The film is in a mu
domain state with a perpendicular direction of magnetizat
at zero field. The in-plane field forces the magnetization
tilt into the x axis. In the highest field the magnetization
tilted by 25° with respect to the surface normal.

For a thickness beyond the SRT the hard axis is perp
dicular to the film plane@see Fig. 6~d! for a 6.160.3-ML
film#. When the external field is applied within the film
plane, the magnetization reversal should proceed within
film plane @Figs. 6~a!–~c!#. In Fig. 6 the individual compo-
nents of magnetization in an in-plane field are shown a
have been scaled with the sensitivities given above and
malized to 100%. We clearly see that the magnetizat
along thex direction has almost reached saturation, i.e., 9
of the full signal is obtained in high fields. In thez direction
the signal is less than 1%. The remaining signal is due to
misalignment of the magnetic field. Assuming that the K
signal that appears along thez direction in the in-plane field
is caused by the misalignment of the field, we can estim
the angle of misalignment to be roughly 1°, since only 1%
the magnetization signal in high field is found in thez direc-
tion. Fig. 7 exhibits the field dependence of the magneti
tion obtained from the loops in Fig. 6. The value is nea
constant except for two dips around660 Oe. First we
would like to discuss the reliability of the observed stru
tures. We have taken two possible mechanisms into con
eration that could artificially cause sharp structures, i.e
shift of data points and the uncertainty of the calibrati

-
s
e

FIG. 6. ~a!–~c! are the normalized magnetization compone
along the different directions deconvoluted from the data obtai
at a thickness beyond the spin-reorientation transition (
60.3 ML). The scaling factors are the same as in Fig. 4. Fig. 6~d!
is the hysteresis loop obtained with the same film in a vertical fie
5-4
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factors. Any shift of the data points in the individual comp
nents can be ruled out as the Kerr signals in both MO
setups are obtained at the same time in the same field an
calculation is made point by point. Furthermore, we p
formed a cross-check by shifting the data points one p
upward or downward. The result is the same, i.e., the
dips still remain in the plot. To exclude also an effect due
the uncertainty of the calibration factors, we made a wo
case estimation. With 10% error margin we obtain in the p
a 20% effect, which cannot explain the strong decrease
around 60%. Hence, we have to assign the finding to
magnetic behavior of the sample. The strong decreas
most likely due to the creation of domains and the movem
of domain walls. In case of coherent rotation of a sing
domain state the signal should stay constant everywhere.
single domain configuration splits up into a multidoma
state in a field range where the reversal takes place. As
switching of the magnetization via domain nucleation a
domain-wall movement can happen within a small fie
range our data are not dense enough to resolve the w
process in more detail. Consequently, we find only the tr
of such a process, i.e., a loss of magnetization signal.

There are three generic cases of SRT for a uniaxial
isotropy system in second-order anisotropy approxima
according to the sign of the second-order anisotropy cons
K2 within the transition.32 The transition from the out-of-
plane magnetization to the in-plane magnetization may h
pen via continuous canting of magnetization whenK2.0, or
it directly changes from the vertical to the in-plane directi
whenK250. The third situation appears whenK2,0, where
the transition proceeds via a state of coexisting phases.

For the Co-on-Au~111! system two opposing results a
reported. Allenspachet al.17 claimed to find a canting o
magnetization in the SRT while Oepenet al.33,34 found evi-
dence for a SRT via a state of coexisting phases. The es
tial difference between these two states is that the free en
in zero field has only one minimum at a certain canting an
in the first case while in the latter case two local minima
the vertical and the in-plane directions exist. Hence, only
case of coexisting phases the magnetization in zero field
be stabilized in one of these two special directions, i.e.,

FIG. 7. The normalized value of the magnetization calcula
from the individual components in Fig. 6.
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vertical or the in-plane direction.
To further identify the spin-reorientation transition of C

film on Au~111!, we have also taken hysteresis loops a
thickness just within the spin-reorientation transition, i.e.
5.360.3 ML. In Figs. 8~a!–~c! the normalized individual
components of magnetization in an in-plane field are sho
using the sensitivities determined above. In all three com
nents we find remanence and nonvanishing signals eve
1100 Oe. ForMx the remanence is lower than the signal
high field while the other two components reveal an oppo
behavior. The remanence is found in both vertical and
plane directions, which indicates that the thickness is ind
within the spin-reorientation transition. Taking an in-pla
anisotropy into account, it is not surprising to find the ma
mum remanence in they direction, which is around 80% o
the full magnetization. Obviously, the in-plane easy axis
closer to they direction.

The absolute value of the magnetization vector versus
applied field is shown in Fig. 9. We find minima aroun
6250 Oe that indicate that the dominant switching behav
is via domain-wall movement. It is somewhat strange t
the magnetization signal decreases with increasing fi
above 500 Oe since an external field should drive the m
netization into a single domain state. To exclude the exp
mental error, we took the above-mentioned error margins
the scaling factors and recalculated the absolute magne
tion value. We find that the magnetization signal still d
creases with increasing field above 500 Oe within our exp
mental uncertainties. Hence, we have to consider it as a
magnetic behavior. The effect could be understood as
lows. Although the magnetization has been switched by
external field, the field strength is still not large enough
erase all domains, which becomes evident from the fact
A(M /MS)2,1. The remaining domains are not strict
parallel/antiparallel to the field direction as magnetizati
signals are found in the other two directions as well. Besi

d

FIG. 8. ~a!–~c! are the normalized magnetization compone
versus the in-plane field. The same scaling factors as in Fig. 4
used for the normalization. The film thickness (5.360.3 ML) was
chosen to be within the spin-reorientation transition. The arro
indicate the switching directions.~d! is the hysteresis loop obtaine
in a vertical field.
5-5
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this canting of the magnetization of such domains, nucleat
of domains and propagation of domain walls has to be e
pected. The decrease of magnetization value~in Fig. 9! could
be due to the changes in the population of the different d
mains. The value obtained atuHu>1000 Oe is nearly con-
stant when reducing the field. This indicates that magneti
tion rotation is the dominant process until the flipping star
Increasing the field in the opposite direction results in a fli
ping mainly in they direction continued by an irreversible
change in domain population. In order to demonstrate that
uncertainties of the experiments are responsible for the
fects seen in Fig. 9 we plotted the original data in Fig. 10.
Figs. 10~a! and ~b! are Kerr ellipticities along thex and z
directions obtained in the ‘‘x-z geometry.’’ The Kerr ellip-
ticities along they andz direction obtained in the ‘‘y-z ge-
ometry’’ are plotted in Figs. 10~c! and ~d!. We find that the
Kerr ellipticities along thez direction obtained by two mea-
surements in different geometries are the same, within
error margin of less than 10%.

For a state of magnetization in canting or coexistin
phases one would expect remanence in the vertical as we
the in-plane direction. Applying a field in different direction
should help to distinguish between these two scenarios
spin-reorientation transition. In a case of canting magneti
tion the vertical component of magnetization should show
value in remanence that is independent of the field direct
as there is only one free-energy minimum. On the oth
hand, for coexisting phases the value obtained in remane
depends on the direction along which the field has been
plied.

In a vertical field we obtained a polar loop with full re
manence, i.e.,Mr /Ms51 @see Fig. 8~d!#. The saturation
value of the signal 1340625 mrad is in complete agreemen

FIG. 9. The value of the magnetization calculated from the i
dividual components in Fig. 8.
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with the value obtained from the thickness dependence of
polar signal in saturation.35 Apparently, the magnetization
stays in perpendicular direction with a single domain state
zero field after saturating the film in a vertical field. This
strong proof for the transition to proceed via a state of co
isting phases instead of a canting state, since full remane
in the vertical direction can only be found in case of a st
of coexisting phases within the spin-reorientation transiti
Evidence for coexisting phases within the spin-reorientat
transition was recently found for Fe/Cu~001! as well.36

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed a method to obtain
individual components of magnetization by means of a thr
dimensional-MOKE technique. We applied this method
study the spin-reorientation transition of Co films o
Au~111!. Below the spin-reorientation transition, we o
served a square loop in a vertical field, while in an in-pla
field the magnetization has components not only along
field direction but also in perpendicular direction, which
attributed to a small misalignment of the field. Beyond t
spin-reorientation transition, i.e., with an in-plane easy ax
we observe a hard axis loop in vertical field. The film
almost saturated in the film plane with a maximum in-pla
field of 1100 Oe. The hysteresis indicates that there is
main nucleation during the reversal process. Within the tr
sition region, the magnetization has remanence and non
ishing components in all three directions in an in-plane fie
After saturating the film in a vertical field, the magnetizatio
remains in perpendicular direction with full remanenc
From that behavior we conclude that the spin-reorientat
transition of Co on Au~111! proceeds via a state of coexis
ing phases and not via continuous magnetization canting

FIG. 10. The original data used for calculating the data shown
Figs. 8 and 9.
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